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Hyperspectral imaging is gaining interest as an inline reflective analytical technique. The raw data is often applied
for classification or process adjustments. Proper calibration can eliminate the background, noise, and artefacts.
Further, it enables determination of area fractions and, via spectral information, chemical analysis. This paper
demonstrates a simple, robust, and easy-to-operate calibration device for inline calibration of hyperspectral
cameras in the range from 450 nm to 1840 nm. The design is flexible, made from easy sourced materials, and can
be adapted to most industrial setups. Calibration of intensity, spatial and spectral information is combined in one
device and is done in a single pass. Device alignment and subsequent image analysis provides a fast and easy
calibration routine for hyperspectral cameras.
1. Introduction

Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) is emerging as a detector system inmany
fields, e.g. agriculture [1], medicine [2], arts [3], and waste handling [4,
5]. For HSI, the reflected light is spread into several spectral components
via grids or prisms over a spectral range depending on the detector chip
and optics (300–1100 nm for CMOS, 900–1700 nm for InGaAs, etc.) [6].
Samples are traditionally scanned by moving the sample (or the camera)
and the individual lines are combined into a hypercube. Thus, the hy-
percube thereby contains two spatial coordinates (X, Y) and has the
spectral information normal to the X,Y-plane (Z). This generates a vast
amount of spectral data that can be processed by statistical models,
neural networks, or similar machine learning algorithms. However,
several of these algorithms are sensitive to changes in illumination in-
tensity, dust, etc. [7–9], and themathematical models or the spectral data
generated will be bound to the applied system. In addition, quantitative
information e.g., on area, volume, mass, etc. of materials passed by the
sensor is only available in a relative (and often unknown) format. Proper
calibration can mitigate these drawbacks and normally intensity, spatial,
and spectral calibration is performed as separated procedures.
1.1. Intensity calibration

The irradiation intensity will in most cases not be homogeneous and
calibration can be done e.g. by inserting a plane metallic mirror for full
reflection of the light [10] or a certified calibration object [11], so the
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light is reflected into the optics via these devices [12]. In industrial set-
tings, the illumination of the conveyer belt is normally done for two
sides, distributed across the conveyer belt, and encased to control stray
light. The irradiation design, the moving conveyer belt, and the belt
width (0.5–1.5 m) renders the metallic mirror approach inapplicable
along with the small calibration standards. In most industrial cases a
more convenient method is placing a block of Teflon (or similar white
reference) on the conveyer and image it. One image with light off (black
image) and one with light on (white image) are recorded. From the black
image, the sensor bias can be obtained and from the white image, the
intensity change across the conveyer belt and the change in sensitivity of
the individual pixels in the sensor can be obtained. Finally, the reflection
from the Teflon block will give the irradiation intensity [13–17].
Although simple, robust, and manageable in the factory setting, this
approach is challenged by the Teflon and/or conveyer belt which may
absorb part of the irradiation and thereby inject an absorbance spectrum
into the calibration data [6]. Further, the InGaAs sensors are usually
challenged with a few dead pixels arising from the sensor production.
Even a proper calibration standard and procedure will not eliminate this
challenge and the dead pixels must be detected and tackled separately
[18].
1.2. Spatial calibration

There are numerous ways for spatial calibration and normally it is
done by imaging a known geometrical shape. In some cases, several lines
022
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Table 1
Light-emitting diodes identification are tabulated together with wavelength at
maximum intensity (λ), position on the calibration board, potential rating (UL),
ampere rating (IL), and resistor value (R).

λ [nm] UL [V] IL [mA] R [Ω] Name

365 3.6 30 300 aOCU-400 UE365
395 3.4 25 390 dSM1206UV-395-IL
465 3.3 30 300 cKPTL-3216QBC-D-01
525 3.3 20 510 b156125GS75000
570 2.1 30 390 cKPTD-3216MGC
590 2 30 390 cKP-3216SYCK
609 2 40 300 b56120AS82500
640 1.9 30 390 cKP-3216SURC
675 1.82 50 300 aOIS-170 675
740 1.7 30 390 aOIS-330 740
855 1.55 50 1020 aOIS-150 IT855
875 1.35 50 810 aOIS-150 880
940 1.38 50 3500 aOIS-330 IT940
1050 1.22 50 690 aOIS-150 1050
1200 0.95 70 390 aOIS-150 1200p
1450 0.77 70 390 aOIS-330 1450p
1550 0.72 70 390 aOIS-330 1550p

a OSA Opto Light.
b Kingbright.
c Würth Elektronik.
d BIVAR.
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in a crisscross pattern or a check pattern are applied [19–22]. The pat-
terns are designed to have strong contrasts i.e. black and white squares.
The pattern is imaged from where black to white (and vice versa) in-
terfaces are identified. From the known pattern and the obtained in-
terfaces, the spatial calibration can be performed and thus compensate
for image distortion e.g., from the optics [19–22].

1.3. Spectral calibration

Calibration of a hyperspectral camera (HC) is traditionally done by
illumination with a mercury cathode discharge lamp generating light
with a number of discrete wavelengths (neon: 339.3, 585.2, 793.7,
812.9, 826.7, 837.8, 864.7, 877.2, 914.9, 932.7, and 953.4 nm or argon:
253.7, 302.2, 312.6, 334.0, 365.0, 404.7, 435.8, 546.1, 577.0, and 579.0
nm), and then correlated to the channels with the position of the
measured spectral lines [6]. Nowadays, these light sources can be chal-
lenging to obtain, and often a compact fluorescent light bulb is applied
instead. The fluorescent light bulb poses the challenge that the emission
spectrum (e.g., UV rays) from the mercury gases is partly or fully con-
verted by the fluorescent coating. Additionally, the coating is designed to
alter the UV light spectra of florescent light bulbs [23]. Finally, handling
the light source over a running conveyer belt and directing the light
directly into the lens can be challenging and, in some cases, impossible
due to encasements.

From the above descriptions, a proper calibration demands multiple
operations, including handling of fragile components, and several scans.
In this study, an easy to construct, simple, cheap, fast, and robust cali-
bration device is developed. The development follows the KISS principle
(Keep It Simple and Stupid) meaning that it must be simple to operate,
unnecessary complexity avoided, fast to set up, and minimize post-
processing. Hence, a device that performs a full calibration (intensity,
spatial, and spectral) of a HC setup in one pass is demonstrated and in-
cludes both an accurate pre-positioning and fast post-processing
algorithm.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Camera setup

The hyperspectral camera setup consists of a 29 cm wide conveyer
belt for sample transport (2.4 m min�1). The measuring zone is illumi-
nated at a 45� angle by two rows of four halogen spots (12V, 20W). The
hyperspectral images were recorded using a Buteo (Newtec Engineering
A/S, Denmark) with two Oculus QT5022 cameras equipped with a CMOS
sensor (1248 pixel, 350 channels) for Vis/NIR and an InGaAs sensor (256
pixel, 110 channels) for SWIR. The setup is illustrated in Fig. S1 and
Fig. S2.

2.2. Calibration board

The calibration device is made from an oak board (320 mm by 175
mm by 23 mm) and detailed CAD drawings (given in supporting infor-
mation) describe the positioning and depths of holes and grooves. Rapid
post-processing is ensured by placing the alignment stick (Fig. S4) across
the conveyer belt, inserting the calibration board into the alignment
stick, and, subsequently, removing the stick, which leaves the board in
the right position.

2.3. Intensity calibration

Light intensity and vignette calibration is performed on both a Teflon
block (15.0 mm by 68.0 mm by 10.7 mm), titanium dioxide (TiO2,
95.0%, with 98% is rutile, <20 μm, Grupa azoty, PL), and barium sul-
phate (BaSO4, 98.5%,<3 μm, Miniralia, ES) as reflective material. BaSO4
or TiO2 powder is filled into a groove (12 mm wide, 5 mm deep), which
spans the full length across the conveyer belt. A lid (11.5 mm wide, 3.0
2

mm thick, supporting information) made of PMMA ensures that the
powder stays in the grove, and that it is removed prior to calibration. The
SWIR sensor's dead pixels are manually detected from the exported in-
tensity file and a subsequent correction is added to the calibration script
by setting the dead pixels value equal to neighbouring pixels in the same
channel.
2.4. Spatial calibration

A piece of paper with a chessboard pattern (15.0 mm by 15.0 mm) is
cut and mounted onto the calibration board. The transitions from dark
(intensity 0.0 to 0.3) to bright (intensity 0.7 to 1.0) and vice versa are
identified as the intensity passes the average intensity (�0.5). The in-
tensity was averaged over 10 or 8 pixels across and along the conveyer
belt for Vis/NIR and SWIR, respectively. The average number of pixels
between transitions was then calculated for 54 (3 � 18) and 42 (14 � 3)
squares across and along the conveyer belt, respectively. The known
square length and width were divided by the average number of pixels
determined across and along the conveyer belt, respectively. Finally, a
circular disk (Teflon, Ø40 mm) with a high contrast gives the operator a
fast visual verification of successful spatial calibration.
2.5. Spectral calibration

Spectral calibration is done by measuring LEDs in the range
365–1550 nm (see Table 1 for specifications of the individual LEDs). The
LEDs are mounted on a custom-made printed circuit board (PCB) (Fig. S7
and Fig. S8) powered by a 9V battery. The current limiting resistor is
calculated with Eq. (1) aiming for 50% max current (or less).

R¼ðUS � ULÞ
IL

(1)

where, R [Ω] is the resulting resistance, US [V] is the supply potential, UL
[V] is the LED potential drop, and IL [A] is the LED current.

The two PCBs are mounted into a groove on the back of the calibra-
tion board and are aligned with the holes (Ø5 mm) for the LEDs to shine
through. A spectral average of 91 (13 � 7) pixels is calculated for each
LED and the intensity apex and the corresponding channel index is
determined. Subsequently, linear regression is performed on the wave-
length obtained from the datasheets and channel number (intensity apex)
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for Vis/NIR and SWIR, respectively, giving the spectral calibration
function.
2.6. Performing the calibration

Typically, the calibration board was aligned by the stick ensuring a
consistent (�1 mm) board placement. This ensures rapid post-processing
of the obtained data. The board is passed by the line scan at 2.4 mmin�1,
and the raw data is transferred to a laptop computer. The data is arranged
into a data cube with coordinates X: along, Y: across the conveyer belt,
and Z: wavelength channels (Fig. S2). Hence, slicing across Z gives im-
ages at a given wavelength or picking a defined X, Y coordinate gives the
spectrum at the given position. Data post-processing follows the opera-
tions given in Fig. 1 and is executed via a Python script (supporting
information).

As a validation, the calibration is applied on a logo printed in Black
(RGB: 0,0,0), Red (RGB: 255,0,0), and Blue (RGB: 0,0,255) on a piece of
paper to visualize the differences between raw data and calibrated data.

3. Results & discussion

3.1. The board and alignment

The calibration board (left) is shown in Fig. 2 together with the Vis/
NIR (middle) and SWIR (right) representation of the board.

From Fig. 2, the simplicity of the calibration board is clear, and the
different calibrations (Intensity, Spatial, and Wavelength) are sectioned
for ease of dimension adjustment for other HC systems. The presented
Fig. 1. Flowchart of the Python script applied

Fig. 2. Left: The calibration board with X: along, Y: across the conveyer belt. Midd
sentation of the board at channel 90. The LEDs used for both Vis/NIR and SWIR calib
the LEDs provides a visual check of the spatial calibration. *Power ON/OFF LED for
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board is 32 cmwide but redesigning the board to span a 100 cm conveyer
belt will still give a manageable calibration board. In this study, oak is
used as it is easy to process and is dimensionally stable, the only critical
parameter is the thickness of the board and the depth of the holes. The
LED's light cone will be spread and overlap neighbouring LEDs, if the
holes are too wide or too shallow. A Teflon disk is mounted on the board
and can be used to visually check the spatial calibration. The Teflon disk
can be replaced by any shape with high contrast. An alignment stick
(Fig. S4) is used to avoid complex feature finding, rotation, and inter-
polation algorithms to find the different calibration areas and thus ease
the calibration processing. The alignment stick ensures correct and
repeatable placement of the calibration board on the same spot on the
conveyer belt every time. It is designed with the KISS principle in mind
and aligns the board sufficiently within a millimetre (i.e., <3 pixel).
Further, a lid (supporting information) is designed for the powder, it
ensures that the powder stays in the groove and minimizes contamina-
tion during movement and storage.
3.2. Intensity calibration

Results from the intensity calibration are shown in Fig. 3, which show
the intensity for Teflon, TiO2 and BaSO4 for the Vis/NIR and SWIR
cameras. For both cameras, Teflon clearly yields the highest intensity of
reflected light followed by TiO2 and BaSO4. However, Teflon has an
adsorption band from the 4th C–F overtone (1420–2000 nm) [6] that will
impose spectral information to the calibration data (see examples in
Fig. S5) in the SWIR range which limits the applicability of Teflon in
SWIR calibration. Thus, TiO2 is considered the best candidate for
for post-processing the calibration data.

le: A Vis/NIR representation of the board at channel 90. Right: A SWIR repre-
ration are annotated with their wavelength in nm. The Teflon disk at the end of
the IR PCB (IR LEDs).



Fig. 3. Reflected light intensity measured across the conveyer belt for Vis/NIR (left) and for SWIR (right) for Teflon (PTFE), titanium dioxide (TiO2), and barium
sulphate (BaSO4).
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intensity calibration in the entire spectral range. The intensity is calcu-
lated as an average over the area of interest (AOI), ensuring that the
maximum intensity (I0) is determined for every pixel across the conveyer
belt and for every wavelength at each pixel. Thus, giving a “true” in-
tensity calibration, which in addition eliminates any vignetting caused by
the optics and uneven illumination. Hence, the intensity for each pixel on
the sensor is saved (as text file) in an intensity calibration file.

Dead pixels normally occur in InGaAs sensors, which is to be
addressed during the intensity calibration. A white reference image
before and after dead pixel correction is given in Fig. 4.

The line scan in Fig. 4 is the 256 pixels distributed across the conveyer
belt and the 110 wavelengths in each pixel. Crossing dead pixels is evident
where a black pixel is surrounded by brighter pixels (white pixel). It is
important to handle the dead pixels as they challenge the calibration
mathematics. i.e. dividing by zero during data calibration (black pixels) or
dividing a constant value (white pixel) with itself (giving 1). In this study,
the crossing dead pixels [18] are manually located as they are unique to
each InGaAs sensoranddonot change.Thedeadpixels cannotbe recovered,
thus a direct substitution of neighbouring pixels in the same channel is
chosen as the best approximation (as illustrated in Fig. S6) and are hard
coded into the calibration script. Direct substitution is chosenover applying
a median filter as it is not representative due to the significant intensity
difference in each individual pixel row i.e. dark-light-dark-light-dark pixel
rows. The result of the correction is given in Fig. 4 “After”. The data rep-
resented in this study is henceforth intensity calibrated.
Fig. 4. Data representation of a line scan (SWIR) with dead pixels (bottom) and
after correction (top).
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3.3. Spatial calibration

Different chess square dimensions were tested (10.0 � 10.0, 15.0 �
15.0, 16.4 � 16.4, and 24.0 � 24.0 mm) for the spatial calibration and it
was found that a minimum of 10–12 pixels were needed across each
square to obtain reliable interface data. It is recommended to test several
sizes to determine the optimal condition as this is equipment dependent.
Further, it is fast and easy to iterate several dimensions as it is printed on
paper. The spatial calibration for the applied HC system is performed on a
chessboard with dimensions 15.0 by 15.0 mm and Fig. 5 shows the in-
tensity across the conveyer belt for the SWIR camera.

The spatial calibration coefficients along and across the conveyer belt
for both Vis/NIR (Fig. S9 and Fig. S10) and SWIR (Fig. 5 and Fig. S10) can
be found in Table 2.

The calibration constant along the conveyer belt is the same for the
Vis/NIR as for the SWIR camera according to Table 2. The constants
determined along the conveyer belt depend on the camera sampling rate
and belt speed. As the applied cameras have the same sampling rate, they
obtain the same calibration constant along the conveyer belt. This con-
dition is not always fulfilled and thus the dimensional calibration con-
stant must be calculated for each camera and setup. The spatial resolution
across the conveyer belt is only dependent on the resolution of the
Fig. 5. The intensities across the conveyer belt (solid line) for images taken at
channel 90 for one out of three AOIs. The threshold (dashed line) is used to
determine the shift from black-to-white or white-to-black.

Table 2
The spatial calibration constants obtained across and along the conveyer belt for
images taken at channel 90.

Camera Direction Corr. [pixel/mm]

Vis/NIR Along belt 0.492(�0.009)
Vis/NIR Across belt 0.224(�0.003)
SWIR Along belt 0.497(�0.009)
SWIR Across belt 1.109(�0.041)



Fig. 6. The LEDs' spectra and the resulting calibration function (dashed line). Vis/NIR is found to the left and the SWIR is found to the right.
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applied sensor chip and optics. In the present case, there is roughly five
times higher resolution of the Vis/NIR than the SWIR camera across the
belt. A plausible explanation is that the Vis technology, which is heavily
applied in the consumer electronics industry, is more developed than the
SWIR sensors. Scanning across the entire conveyer belt ensures that po-
tential optical distortion can be compensated during spatial calibration.
The standard deviations of the spatial coefficients (Table 2) shows low (to
none) optical distortion and the transition identification has a quantifi-
cation error of less than �1 pixel. Suggesting that the sizes of the chess
squares are appropriate and the method provides accurate spatial cali-
bration constants.

3.4. Spectral calibration

The resulting spectra measured from the LEDs used for spectral cali-
brating are shown in Fig. 6 for Vis/NIR and SWIR, respectively. Here,
high intensities (>1) are observed since the light from the LEDs are
collected directly with the camera optics and not reflected by the surface
of the materials used for intensity calibration. This overexposure can be
reduced by increasing the current limiting resistor for the LEDs and
thereby reducing the optical power of the LEDs. It was experimentally
found that a reduction of the LED current to (or below) 50% of the max
current was necessary for sufficient suppression of reflections in the
camera optics and/or to avoid sensor saturation. The two UV LEDs are
Fig. 7. Three colours (Black, Red, and Blue) printed and represented in Vis/NIR. The
the right. A: Is the spatial representation of the raw data. B: is the spatial and intensi
representation of the raw data as reflectance. D: Is the spectral and intensity calibra
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to t
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emitting a significant amount of heat (Fig. 6 left, light grey traces with
peaks at channel ~275 and~335). Thus, the UV LEDs give both a UV and
an IR calibration point for each LED, if the wavelengths are reported.

As all LED spectra are separated (set by the AOI) then the peak apex
channel is the channel at maximum intensity which can be determined
without complicated peak detection algorithms. Channel boundaries can
be introduced (as in the case with the UV LEDs) into the calibration script
if a LED irradiated more heat than light, but it should be considered to
reduce the LED current in such cases. The peak apex channels and cor-
responding wavelength (Table 1) can be correlated as shown in (dashed
lines in Fig. 6) giving the spectral calibration function via linear regres-
sion. The spectral calibration gives a spectral resolution of 1.75 nm per
channel from 452 to 1064 nm for the Vis/NIR camera and 8.97 nm per
channel from 852 to 1839 nm for the SWIR camera. The usage of
numerous LEDs for calibration deviates from the traditional approach of
applying the spectral lines from mercury lamps and the fact that the
calibration quality depends on the individual LEDs deviation from the
reported peak wavelength. However, it seems to be an insignificant error
in the calibration based on the results present in Fig. 6 from numerous
LEDs (acquired from different vendors) and the clear linearity found with
a coefficient of determination of 0.9997 and 0.9989 for Vis/NIR and
SWIR, respectively. In addition, the handling, small size, robustness, and
spectral range of LEDs vastly outperforms the mercury lamp calibration.
areas of interest contain 210 pixels and their averaged spectra are summarised on
ty calibrated representation. The insert is the motive analysed. C: Is the spectral
ted spectra of the areas of interest (grey boxes in B) in absorbance. (For inter-
he Web version of this article.)
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3.5. Calibration constants' structure and format

One white calibration file per camera and one combined spectral and
spatial calibration file is the outcome of the calibration script according
to the flowchart in Fig. 1. The white calibration files can directly be used
to divide out on newly acquired hyperspectral data cubes. Further, the
spatial and spectral calibration file can be loaded and contains a header,
then the spatial and wavelength constants for the Vis/NIR, and then the
spatial and wavelength constants for SWIR, respectively. The few files
make it is easy to apply and the processing time makes it favourable to
run several calibrations during the day to check for any variations. The
printed logo is scanned, and the raw data is represented and compared to
calibrated data in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 visualises the Vis/NIR data before and after calibration (A and
B) and the difference between raw spectral data and calibrated spectral
data (C and D). The uneven illumination is corrected, and the data is
transferred to metric units enabling cross equipment comparison be-
tween HC setups (Fig. 7 A to B). The sensor channels are calibrated to
wavelengths in nm, and the spectra are converted from reflectance to
absorbance (Fig. 7C to D). See Fig. S11 for a similar SWIR comparison.

It is a strength of this study that 1) all calibration parameters are given
in an output easily implemented into the inline data acquisition systems
via linear transformations. 2) The design is flexible and can be adapted to
almost any hyperspectral setup. 3) Material sourcing is cheap and can be
done locally. 4) Fabrication can be achieved with normal hand tools. 5)
Alignment is simplified to alignment sticks (or blocks). 6) handling is
simple and manageable – All following the KISS principles. In addition,
integration of the concept into an automated system (e.g. with integrated
poles, fences stretchers, release mechanisms, and/or software recogni-
tion algorithms) will give a more user friendly calibration system.
However, the construction complexity of automated systems might be
challenged at industrial sites.

4. Conclusion

A calibration device for Vis/NIR and SWIR hyperspectral cameras has
been demonstrated to address the importance of proper and efficient
calibration as this maximizes the equipment performance. Pigment
powder is a cheap and precise way to calibrate all the individual sensor
pixels for varying sensitivity. The robustness of using LEDs with different
wavelengths has proven a viable approach giving a very broad spectral
range for calibration. Finally, spatial calibration can be performed by
imaging a chessboard black and white pattern in the traditional manner.
Combining all these features on a hardwood boardmakes a cheap, easy to
source, easy to fabricate, robust, and easy to handle calibration device
that can perform a complete system calibration in one scan. In addition, it
can be placed on a moving conveyer belt for on-demand calibration and
the accompanying algorithm returns all the calibration parameters in a
universal and easy-to-implement file format.
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